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Abstract  

Handling the vast amounts of data and information available in contemporary society is a chal-

lenge. Geovisual Analytics provides technology designed to increase the effectiveness of infor-

mation interpretation and analytical task solving. To date, little attention has been paid to the role 

such tools can play in education, and to the extent to which they can process actionable data for 

students. The aim of this paper is to examine students’ learning activities involving a Geovisual 

Analytics tool in order to understand education in such settings. The paper builds on a study con-

ducted in three public primary schools in grades 4 through 6. The implemented technology was 

used in four different social science classes, each for a period of two to four weeks. Empirical 

data were collected via video observations and speak-aloud interviews conducted using software 

that allows recordings by computer webcams and captures the actions on the computer screen. 

The interactions were analyzed, applying constructs and metaphors developed by Latour. The 

results indicate that, together, the data-rich setting and the students create intelligibility, where 

knowledge emerges from heterogeneously constructed networks. These show that learning is 

complex in character, continuously ongoing in an intertwined, multimodal, multiple, and content-

focused mode.  

Keywords: Geovisual Analytics; data; visual storytelling; learning activities; multiple learning; 

education, educational practices 

Introduction 
Big data and information have lately been introduced as society’s next frontier for innovation, 

competition, and productivity (Manyika, Chui, Brown, Bughin, Dobbs & Roxburgh, 2011). In 

daily life, people have to face the challenge of sorting, filtering, interpreting, and evaluating huge 

quantities of information (Hilbert & López, 2011). Accordingly, there has been an increase in 

what society expects students of all ages to learn and manage as abstract knowledge (Ludvigsen, 

2011). At the same time, there is increasing evidence that our information skills are not keeping 

pace in any systematic fashion (Chakravarty, 2008). Alongside the raised expectations there is a 

hope that the rapidly growing percentage of tasks that are or could be augmented by the use of 

information communication technology (ICT) will solve some of the problems with managing 

information (Harper, Rodden, Rogers & Sellen, 2008). Research indicates that Web-supported 

education can provide access to rich and varied information sources and can free students to 

search for, select, and organize information (Sundin & Johannisson, 2008). However, studies also 

indicate that assessing the credibility and authority of information sources in Web environments 

can cause serious problems for students (Limberg, Alexandersson, & Lantz Andersson, 2008). 

Evidence exists that in the worst cases such environments can even damage learning (Ainsworth, 

2008). Overall, there is little evidence that computer-aided instruction improves classroom out-

comes significantly (Angrist & Lavy, 2002; Rouse, Krueger, & Markham, 2004). Consequently, 
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it is increasingly important to improve education and technology in order to make it easier for 

teachers and students to access, organize, evaluate, and process data and information to enhance 

learning.  

Geovisual Analytics (short for Geospatial Visual Analytics) has developed in order to deal with 

some of these challenges (Andrienko et al., 2010). The research area aims at providing tools, Ge-

ovisual Analytics, with connections to relevant data that reinforce analytical reasoning, argumen-

tation, and knowledge building (Tomaszewski, 2008) by enhancing purely visual and interactive 

methods (Keim et al., 2008). Furthermore, knowledge communication using publishing and story-

telling methods is also of significance for the field of Geovisual Analytics (Andrienko et al., 

2010). The technology has so far been used outside of education, and data-informed instruction 

has always assumed that the primary user of data is the policy-maker or supervisor (Halverson & 

Shapiro, 2012). The suggestion is that educational practices and research should move toward 

investigations of these kinds of technologies, to gain knowledge about possible potentials and 

pitfalls for students’ learning.  Therefore, these tools have lately been applied also to educational 

activities in schools (Jern, 2010; Stenliden & Jern 2010). 

As technology, implemented in different settings, is never passive (Heidegger, 1977), there is a 

need to understand how technology affects and reshapes learning and education (Bijker, 2010). 

This means that, although technology (e.g. computers) may be found to be very helpful, it re-

quires an understanding of what happens in the system as a whole. The best data allow us not on-

ly to assess performance – of students, educators, or technology – but also to understand the pro-

cesses that could improve learning and education (Tucker, 2010). Fenwick and Edwards (2010) 

argue that these processes are implied as activities dependent on the form of interactions among 

the different actors in the educational environment, and that these interactions play a fundamental 

role in the development of learning and knowledge. Clear relationships have been found in learn-

ing activities between data/information types, tools/information sources, individuals, and context, 

and these actors all have implications for the data-use process (Byström, 1999; Sundin, & Johan-

nisson, 2005).  

Hence, the aim of this paper is to examine students’ learning activities involving a Geovisual An-

alytics tool in order to understand this kind of education. It focuses on relationships among differ-

ent actors and how actions are carried out; the interactions between data – information around 

social science content, the tool – a Geovisual Analytics tool – the Open Statistics eXplorer plat-

form, and the individuals – students and teachers in primary school classrooms. Integrating tech-

nologies for learners into public schools like this may help to demonstrate how digital technolo-

gies can reshape learning in and out of schools (Halverson & Shapiro, 2012). 

The first section of this paper gives a short overview of the applied theory in the study - the actor-

network theory (ANT) (Law, 1992; Latour, 2007). In the next section, I briefly go through some 

notions of education and characteristics of learning. In the empirical part, I describe the study’s 

design, method, and analysis, and then, by giving examples of actors’ interactions, present the 

results. Finally, in the conclusion, I elaborate on some of the findings and discuss them in relation 

to the technology’s role in the produced learning activities. 

Learning in Networks Beyond the Dichotomy of the 
Social and Material 

Drawing on the postmodern and post-humanistic views, this study is inspired by the actor-

network theory (ANT) (Latour, 1996). ANT is not to be looked upon as a homogeny and straight-

forward theory. During the years there are many researchers who have contributed to this theory 

with new concepts and many of the old terms have been negotiated. ANT is not a learning theory 

as such, but a theory of knowledge, agency, and machines (Law, 1992). It assumes that learning 
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takes place between people and their technologies, and that knowledge changes hands through 

interactions between these. It is embodied in mechanical devices and social practices that are 

networked together, acting as one (Edwards, Biesta, & Thorpe, 2009). ANT is relational, process-

oriented and treats agents, organizations, and devices as interactive effects (Law, 1992).  

The study builds on previous efforts to analyze how vision and learning operate as, for example, 

in the work of Goodwin, (1994), Lave and Wenger (1991) and Engeström and Miettinen (1999). 

However, in this study’s view learning is produced beyond the boundaries of the dichotomy of 

the social and material. It considers social and material factors to be of equal importance (Pinch 

& Bijker, 1987). By removing the analytical divide between humans and non-human objects, re-

searchers are better able to examine the nature of these actors’ actions (Callon, 1986; Latour, 

1992).  

When ANT is applied, as it is in this study, to an understanding of contexts for education, the 

learner and the learning process are seen in distinct ways. The learner is seen not so much as an 

individual, possessing typical cognitive capacities, but as a participant in networks of practices. 

The learning process is understood as a network effect, where the network in question is under-

stood as heterogeneous, comprising bits and pieces of materials (technologies, information, texts, 

furniture), human institutions (school, language, social relations), and interactions with humans 

(students, teachers, principals).  

The primary building blocks of actor-networks are the interactions between the actors, or rather, 

actants. To open up for an analogous treatment of social and material objects and their relations, 

the term actant is used in this paper. The diverse actants produce effects, add multiplicity, and 

offer propositions. The networks emerge from the actions of actants within the network and their 

ability to align in pursuit of their interests. Their many manifestations are called translations. So, 

one way to study this is to follow, for example, a cursor moving on a computer screen, a student 

who follows the cursor, a word that is highlighted by the cursor, the articulation on which the stu-

dent focuses, etc. One can only share in the action and distribute it with other actants (Callon 

1985, Latour 1996).  

In some cases, actor-networks can become so transparent or accepted that they are no longer rec-

ognized. In this case, alignment and durability lead to punctualization, a point where the network 

supporting an actant disappears from view, as when, for example, we use a calculator for a math-

ematical calculation. The calculator transforms the keystrokes into a hidden operation and the 

screen offers a result immediately. Poorly aligned actants, on the other hand, require frequent ne-

gotiation of their interactions or they may cease to interact. Challenges to the alignment between 

actants in a network are termed trials by strength (Latour 1996). 

A human actant processes such attributes of actant-ship as initiatory capacity, rationality, and the 

ability to make choices (Biesta, 1995). Enrollment is the definition and distribution of human 

roles in a network. Agency and roles are not fixed and pre-established, nor are they necessarily 

successfully imposed (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010).  

So, the main tenet is that actants themselves in interactions make everything, including the frames 

and context. Instead of thinking in terms of surfaces (two-dimensions) or spheres (three-

dimensions), it is better to think of networks in terms of nodes that have as many dimensions as 

they have connections. Altogether, with this theoretical framework, possibilities for a 

transgression of the binaries between social and material can be gained. I was better able to exam-

ine the nature of all these actors’ actions. The approach can therefore give new insights on learn-

ing activities with and comprehensions of technology such as Geovisual Analytics. 
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Learning and Education – Actants’ Activities, Purposes, 
and Modes  

As this paper tries to understand education involving Geovisual Analytics, it can be helpful to 

first declare opinions of ideas about learning and education. The view in this paper is that the way 

education is constructed is determined by the process of learning that takes place, not so much by 

what is learned.  

Learning 
In this study, learning is understood to be dependent on activities in the form of interactions 

among actants in an environment. These activities are seen to play a fundamental role in the de-

velopment of learning and knowledge (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010). The activities are constantly 

ongoing processes where the students (as actants) try to understand their context or surroundings. 

In the following, the term learning activity (Lantz-Andersson, 2009) will be used when referring 

to interactions between the actants since what is studied is how they act/engage in collaborative 

tasks. The activities studied are those where learning is seen as the consequence. It is a conse-

quence of the actants’ alignments as they are created in an intra-play between the tool, the infor-

mation, and the individuals (Mercer, 1995). Notably, a focus on the tool as an actor – in this case 

a Geovisual Analytics tool – is a departure from the ways software has typically been treated in 

research on verbal, non-verbal, and multimodal communication (Djonov & Van Leeuwen, 2011). 

Rather than seeing software as a technology for producing or analyzing texts, it is seen as an act-

ant for making meaning that functions alongside semiotics such as verbal and visual language. In 

this study no distinction is made between material semiotics (Law & Hassard, 1999) and social 

semiotics (Kress, 2010). Instead they are seen as co-existing, overlapping and heterogenic. Signs 

are seen as getting their meaning in relation to other signs. They do not have internal or stable 

qualities and exist in all modes. Multimodal actants are seen as those that “exceed the alphabetic 

and may include still and moving images, animations, color, words, music and sound” (Takayoshi 

& Selfe, 2007, p 1). 

Education 
Organized education can be viewed as a special discourse, where the purpose most often is to en-

able students to act as competent participants and where the standard goal is that learning takes 

place (Ludvigsen, 2011). Biesta (2009) claims that education and learning, are quite often used as 

if they were synonymous. When we conflate the two, learning and education, we lose sight of the 

fact that “educational learning” is always learning in relation to particular purposes and includes a 

process and certain content. This is how education is framed (Osberg & Biesta, 2008).  

In order to fulfill the teacher’s purpose, the students are commonly required to solve tasks around 

certain content. Hackman (1969, p. 97) wrote that tasks play an important role in much research 

on learning. Carroll’s Time-On-Task hypothesis (Bloom, 1982; Carroll, 1963) adopts the idea that 

the longer students spend in the process – engaging with the content, the learning materials, and 

the assignments – the more opportunities the students have to achieve the purpose – to learn. 

Therefore, if students spend a greater fraction of time “off-task” (engaged in behaviors where 

learning from the material is not the primary goal), they will spend less time “on-task” and learn 

less. Again, the important question concerns what kind of knowledge counts as learning and what 

the process used to achieve the purpose should look like (Ludvigsen, 2011).  

From the students’ perspective the question concerns how to pursue learning in relation to their 

own purposes, goals, and individual development (Ludvigsen, 2011). Processes are commonly 

constructed by activities oriented to the object of knowledge and generally also activities that con-

cern how to enroll as a human and as a student (Masschelein, 2012; Winter & Biesta, 2012). This 
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construction of agency usually occurs during the learning activities as well (Barajas, 2010; Ben-

well & Stokoe, 2005).  

To summarize, this study views organized education as activities in a process of certain content 

where the purpose of education can be different for different actors. Students’ concepts and 

knowledge domains are developed through learning activities. Students encounter learning differ-

ently with regard to the idea of semiotics, which assumes that all modes are, in principle, of equal 

significance in communication. This understanding is essential in relation to how to understand 

education, how to study learning, and how to set up a study. These implications will be shown in 

the next section, which presents the empirical study.  

The Empirical Study 
This section offers an overview of the empirical study and describes the data collection methods 

as well as ethical considerations and analysis. 

Overview of the Study 
The study’s design and data collection were chosen with a view to understanding education with 

Geovisual Analytics during the years of compulsory schooling. The study was carried out in three 

different primary schools in a municipality in Sweden. Altogether, four teachers and their social 

science classes (grades 4 through 6) – 98 students (10 – 13 years old) – participated. In phase one, 

the teachers were introduced to the technology. In phase two, the students worked in pairs, using 

the tool’s educational material in all their social science classes for a period of two to four weeks. 

The empirical data in this study were collected in phase two. This data; of the interactions of the 

actants, the learning activities creating the context of this setting, were examined in detail. The 

main actants were as follows:  

Tool – the Open Statistics eXplorer platform, a Geovisual Analytics tool, was used in this study. 

It has a conceptual approach based on three complementary activities: a) data uploading, b) story-

telling, and c) publishing (Ho, Lundblad, Åström, & Jern, 2011). The visualizations facilitate in-

formation and geographical visualization methods. Data, official statistics, are normally preload-

ed with a set of basic indicators from official databases. The methodological concept allows the 

educator to customize the content with its storytelling functions and publish a story with the help 

of a publisher tool on a blog or a web page (Stenliden & Jern, 2010). The published material is 

called a “Vislet” (Fig 1). Vislet is short for visualized booklet - a small visualized digital book 

with an interactive and dyna-linked interface. 

 

Figure 1. A Vislet based on public Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) data. 

The document includes an educational text as well as a map, motion chart, snapshots, and time series – i.e. the 

methodological concept. 
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Data – Official statistics from the databases Statistic Sweden (SCB), Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD), World Health Organisation (WHO), and the World Da-

ta Bank were uploaded to the platform. Using the storytelling functions, visualized interactive 

stories around the data were produced and Vislets were published in a common blog shared by 

the participating schools (Stenliden, 2011).  

Individuals – With respect to the post-humanistic educational commitment, where a student is 

seen as an emerging individual entity and as a participant in networks of practices (Fenwick & 

Edwards, 2010), it is most difficult to say anything about the typical student, learning styles and 

information-seeking styles, or information profiles. The students were, however, attending 

schools with different catchment areas identified as a) a multilingual area, b) a homogeneous ag-

ricultural and c) a garden suburb. The differences can be seen as bringing a broad platform for the 

empirical material, but the material has been treated as one entity.  

Method 
Methods that advance knowledge of multimodal actants and the ways these actants align and 

overlap to translate and transform are needed for documentation and analysis of contemporary 

discourse practices, particularly when studying the use of media technology (Kress, 2010; Latour, 

2007). In response to this, two qualitative methods for collecting empirical data were used: video 

observations (Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luff, 2010) and speak-aloud interviews (Charters, 2003). 

These methods made it possible to thoroughly document human actants’/students’ and non-

human actants’/the tool’s activities, signs, propositions, expressions, and translations (Jordan & 

Henderson, 1995). Altogether, the empirical material collected in this study constitutes 42 filmed 

sessions from a micro perspective, comprising close-up recordings of students and computer 

screens (22.2 hours), and 35 filmed sessions taking a macro perspective, comprising overview 

recordings of the classroom (16 hours) and 15 speak-aloud interviews.   

Analysis 
An early finding was the simultaneousness of 1) the different kinds of activities related to the ob-

ject of knowledge, and 2) activities related to human enrollment. Accordingly, a collection from 

the empirical data was made, organized using Nvivo, software that lets you collect, organize, and 

analyze data from interviews, video observations, etc, and analyzed further. The focus was on all 

learning activities in the network, and on the qualities they characterize in practical action. De-

spite that, the presentation of the material in the next section is separated for the sake of clarity. 

The episodes have been transcribed following the conventions developed in conversation analysis 

(Jefferson, 1985). The original speech is in Swedish. See Moreman (Jefferson, 1985) for a discus-

sion on the field of analyzing foreign language conversations and how to translate transcripts and 

analyses in different languages. The goal has been to translate the interactions, what the actants 

do and how they align in these doings, rather than just the human words. Therefore important ad-

ditional images of the students and the screen have been added to the transcripts. In the following 

a set of analyses of the actors’ learning activities are organized around three themes concerning 

collaboration in the network. First, I discuss how non-human actants reinforce alignment. Second, 

I elaborate on how qualities of human enrollment affect the alignment. Third, I deliberate on how 

these kinds of learning activities and alignments support learning about the object of knowledge.   

Results - Learning Activities Developed in the Network 
The presentation of results builds on excerpts drawn from the empirical data to discuss enacted 

activities in the network. In these excerpts the students’ assignment was to identify the top five 

countries in the world when it comes to emissions of CO2 per capita. In order to conduct an anal-

http://www.oecd.org/
http://www.oecd.org/
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ysis, to be able to emphasize different aspects of the learning activities, the transcript is cut into 

pieces; however, the excerpts are placed in chronological order. 

Network Collaboration – Non Human Actants Reinforce 
Alignment  
An examination of the learning activities in the network reveals that the students used the Geo-

visual Analytics’ different sort of coding, where data were transformed into information by the 

technology’s articulations, to reinforce their ability to align in the network. The starting point for 

these learning activities was, for the students, most often searching for a spatial area, a place or an 

articulation to translate with. This was closely connected to a following activity that frequently 

ended up in a focusing action. These activities were all combined with the screen’s coding, articu-

lation, and highlighting, all perceived and interpreted by the students. A second aspect of the 

learning activities was the non-human actants’ support for the humans’ alignment in the network 

by guiding their gaze. This activity appeared to be closely connected to the actants’ interactions 

and translations. The non-human actants acted as locators by highlighting functions to guide and 

lead the gazes of the human actants (the students) as a following act. Excerpt 1.1 shows these ac-

tivities in the network.    

 

Excerpt 1.1 – What´s your opinion man? 

Non-human utterances Body Postures Human utterances 

  

 

Jefrem 

 

Va    troru  

mannen? 

What´s your  

opinion man? 

  

 

Linn 
 

Jag e en kvinna. 

I am a woman. 

 

  

Jefrem Vad tror u 

kärring     

(.) 

What’s your 

opinion cow (.) 
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Jefrem 

 

Linn 

H[hh… ] 

  

 [Mmhf] 

  

  

The activity here, despite the squabble, turned out to be about a search for the right place on the 

website. The students had to find information that helped them to locate this place. So, by adjust-

ing the image of the screen a search began. The articulations on the screen, the cursor and the 

scroller worked together as highlighters. Jefrem’s eyes were concentrated on the motions of the 

screen during the whole episode, except for a very brief moment. His utterance “What’s your 

opinion man?” was made in an ironic or teasing tone that can be read as indicating that there were 

few doubts about whether they were at the right place on the web site or not. Overlapping in dura-

tion with this utterance, Jefrem moved the hand in which he was holding the mouse. He followed 

the cursor as a highlighter on the screen. The cursor and Jefrem located the place of the scroller in 

the scrollbar.  

Despite the turbulence, a part of the learning activity can be interpreted as human enrollment; the 

students were able to find and follow non-human actants’ articulations, which were providing 

highlighting tracks in the form of moving objects on the screen. When Linn realized what Jefrem 

had said to her, referring to her as “man”, she closed her eyes as a pause in the work for reflec-

tion. She then put her chin back, leaned her brow forward and told Jefrem in a firm and steady 

voice that she was a “woman”.  Simultaneously, without looking at Linn, Jefrem responded to her 

while following the cursor and scroller on the screen with his gaze. He revised his statement to 

“What’s your opinion cow,” which, in itself, is an interesting and complex travesty consisting of 

interconnected linguistic parts or turns. As Linn perceived and interpreted the comment she 

looked quickly back and forth between the screen and Jefrem. Meanwhile, the other actants were 

involved in a sequence of activities; Jefrem had moved his hand with the mouse on the table, he 

had clicked the mouse, he had pressed the button and again his hand moved on the table. The cur-

sor, on the other hand, had moved to the scroller and located itself over the scroller. The cursor on 

top of the scroller had moved down in the scrollbar. The image on the screen had started to move 

as a result of these interactions. Jefrem was following all the actions on the screen with his gaze. 

Linn, however, had formed her face into a ball, her hand was raised and she slapped Jefrem on his 

shoulder. As she did this, her eyes were smiling. Jefrem seemed to find the situation amusing; he 

laughed and bent away slightly, but was still holding his hand on the mouse during the episode 

and was directly aware of where to look at the screen when he straightened up again. His gaze 

immediately focused on the highlighting scroller that he seemed to be following. Translations 

between these were made throughout the whole episode. Linn’s eyes were also immediately, even 

before her hand was down after the slap, back on the screen with her gaze. She was focusing on 

the screen again which then articulated a map together with a scatter plot.     

So, with the non-human actants’ support, the students were easily able to follow and interpret the 

information and adjust the screen – the spatial property in virtuality could be determined. They 
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used their visual ability to search, follow, and focus on the coded information articulated and 

highlighted by the non-human actants. The non-human actants seemed to strengthen the students’ 

ability to focus on the object of knowledge. The interactions and translations in the network rein-

forced the actants’ ability to process information. 

Network Collaboration – Human Enrollments Affect Alignment 
The learning activities show how the human actants move back and forth or simultaneously act in 

activities concerning the object of knowledge and human enrollment. During the turns between 

the human and non-human actants several close interventions, such as co-collaborations or inter-

actions, were observed, where the non-human actant seems to support the student as they align in 

the network.  

Exerpt 1.2 – Be pleased! 

Non-human utterances     Body-posture        Human utterances 

  

Jefrem 

 

Jag sa till Gabbe: var  

nö:jd 

I told Gabbe be  

plea:sed  

  

Linn Total tillgång till 

färs[kvatten] 

Total  access  to  

fresh[water] 

 

  

Jefrem     [nej, vänta]  

ja mena dig                   

[no,   wait]  

I meant you 

 

  

Linn Gå upp gå upp gå upp vi  

ska högst upp 

 

Go up, go up, go up, we  

are going to top 
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Linn Va fin amen gå gå ne .  

nej här är utslä vi ska  

dit  *schq 

How nic but go dow go dow .  

no here emiss we are going  

there  *schq 

  

Linn Släpp upp upp upp utsläpp  

utsläpp stopp stopp utsläpp 

 

Let go go go emission 

emission stop stop emission 

This excerpt shows a close collaboration between all actants. They were all involved in several 

actions; some of them articulating (text), others focusing, and still others enrolling as human. To 

begin, Jefrem’s explanation that his earlier expression had been addressed not to Linn but to the 

boy Gabbe, who was sitting next to them, can be read as a negotiation of the interactions in order 

not to let them cease from Jefrem’s side. Jefrem probably tried to get away from the naughty ex-

pression and the situation when he told Linn that she should be pleased. He probably also wanted 

her to negotiate on this. As Jefrem was not sure about what reaction would come from Linn, he 

prepared for another slap by quickly ducking away. Linn, however, was not paying any attention 

to him, as if she was trying to disconnect him from the network. This is interpreted as an indica-

tion that at this moment there were some trials by strength in the network. Jefrem was therefore 

enrolling as a negotiating actant in the network as the learning activity continued, and Linn en-

rolled by ignoring the negotiations as the proud human. Jefrem’s enrollments and negotiations 

continued until he was able to align into the network again; it is interpreted like this: before the 

image was centered on the screen, Linn focused on an indicator on the screen. The coding the 

screen used in its articulation of the indicator was text. Linn spelled the word “freshwater” out 

loud, as if she was talking to the screen, still disconnecting Jefrem. Even before she had finished 

her sentence, Jefrem had changed his mind about whom he was addressing, probably because of 

the lack of reaction from Linn. In another try, he turned his gaze upwards and with a mischievous 

smile he addressed the statement to Linn again. She continued to ignore him by slightly looking 

at the screen, but a change happened when she told Jefrem to move the image on the screen by 

requesting him to “go up.” Jefrem’s negotiations finally seemed to bear fruit and Linn was able to 

negotiate with her pride intact in order to reach the purpose of the learning activity. Being the one 

directing the mouse seemed to enable Jefrem to connect to the network. As Linn used her ability 

to focus, she spotted the word “emission” and that was probably a signal to her to stop adjusting 

the screen. Without any more negotiations between the students, they seem to agree; probably 

both had focused on the material actants’ coding, that is, the text message on the screen – emis-

sion – which intervened as the semiotic message. The actants’ alignments in the network were 

again stable.  

So, the human actants move back and forth or simultaneously act in activities concerning the ob-

ject of knowledge and human enrollment. This is seen to indicate that actions of human enroll-

ment are important to be able to align in the network. The frequent negotiations and the actant-

ship can be understood as questions of subjectivity and how to become a subject of actions and 

responsibility (Masschelein, 2012; Winter & Biesta, 2012). The negotiations are required by 

poorly aligned actors; without them the interactions will come to an end (Latour, 1987, pp. 74–
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79). The Geovisual Analytics, as material actants, seemed to play a supporting role when a human 

actor almost shut another out. The interactions concerning human enrollment are interpreted as an 

important strategy enabling the humans to align in/into the network – as the network offers op-

portunities to find and focus on the object of knowledge.  

Network Collaboration – Learning the Object of Knowledge   
This last excerpt shows how the produced translations and alignments in the network support 

learning the object of knowledge.  

Excerpt 1.3 – Qatar, oh my God! 

Non-human utterances Human body-postures Human utterances 

 

Cursor moves to the 

left 

 

Linn 

 

Vänta kolla rå vil-

ket som är störst på 

klicka på north, 

Wait look at what’s 

the biggest click at 

north 

 

Cursor passes Austral-

ia  

 

Linn smiles 

Jefrem  

 

Linn  

 

 

Jefrem 

 

No:rth 

 

No:rth 

 

Australien då?  

Australia then? 

Cursor stops  
 

Linn 

 

 

Jefrem 

 

 

[Klicka bara] 

[Just click ] 

  

[Austr      ] 

[Austr      ] 

 

 

 

Jefrem’s eyes closes 

Jefrem  

 

 

 

Linn 

Klicka bara 

 

Just click  

 

Klicka bara 

Just click 
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Highlighting Canada  

 

Linn takes the mouse  

Jefrem Varför det? Jag kan 

göra det med svensk 

accent 

Why? I can do it 

with a Swedish ac-

cent 

 

 

Cursor moves towards 

the bubble at the top  

 

Linn  

 

 

 

Jefrem 

Där är Canada men 

vilken ä störst då? 

There is Canada but 

which is the biggest 

then?  

Ja det kan man fråga 

sig 

Yes, that is what 

you can ask yourself 

 

Highlighting Qatar 

 

Linn  

 

 

 

Jefrem 

 

 

Qata:r(.) . oh 
herre [min je] 

Qata:r(.) . oh          

      [my God]  

 

      [Qataa] Qata:r 

oh den var mycket ut 

                  

      [Qataa] Qata:r 

oh that was a high 

emission level 

The learning activities here were at the same time directed to the object of knowledge and to hu-

man enrollment. The content of the talk was oriented to the object of knowledge, but many of the 

turn takings, imitations, and pronunciations were simultaneously also oriented to human enroll-

ment, all done in a chit-chatting manner. 

The object of knowledge in the learning activity was about finding something that was “the big-

gest.” The students were investigating the screen’s articulations concerning something that was a 

vast amount, volume, or quantity. On the screen, the red color articulated on the map called for 

the students’ attention. When Linn asked Jefrem to click on “north,” their attention went in two 

different directions. Linn looked to the left and Jefrem looked to the right, as if they were looking 

at each one of the two largest areas on the map that were read, North America and Australia. 

Meanwhile, Jefrem also moved the mouse. The cursor moved from the scrollbar and passed 

across the middle of the scatter plot. When it passed above Australia, Jefrem asked, “What about 

that country? This is interpreted as indicating that Jefrem’s vision was not drawn only by the col-

or, but was also directed by the cursor (a following act by a moving object), which was moving 

from the right to the left on the screen. By following this articulation Jefrem saw Australia first, 

positioned at the right. Linn, on the other hand, was looking straight to the left, and she spotted 

and focused on North America first. She was not following the cursor with her gaze. This can be 

read as indicating that her alignment did not give the same translation in the network as the 

alignment between the cursor, Jefrem’s vision, the mouse, his hand, and the color on the screen, 
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which together can be interpreted as a sort of punctualization, a point where the network provides 

support so efficiently that it almost disappears from view. The non-human actants helped the stu-

dents in different ways to remain focused on the screen. 

If we look at the same point where Linn asked Jefrem to click on “north,” we can see that this 

learning activity also shows how it is oriented to human enrollment. Jefrem’s repetition of this 

word was pronounced in a syllabic way, with a stressed lisping sound, as if he was imitating the 

sound that Linn had made. When she repeated the word in her turn, the word was pronounced 

more smoothly. Happy with that achievement, she smiled to herself. Jefrem’s attempt to repeat 

Linn’s “just click,” which she had pronounced with a strong local accent, sounded a bit strange to 

him, as Swedish is not his mother tongue. When he responded to Linn again by asking “Why?” 

he also pointed out that he could do it with a Swedish accent. These interactions are read as hu-

man actants’ manifestations of themselves. The imitations back and forth can again be seen as 

processes of self-creation, how the students are enrolling as emerging, revisable, and fragmented 

entities (Biesta, 1995). The concurrent focus on the object of knowledge is shown by Jefrem’s 

“Why?” and his body movements as he leans backwards and rubs his eyes. Probably these actions 

occurred because he did not get any response to his question of why he should click on another 

area than he had suggested (Australia). As he was oriented to the object of knowledge he won-

dered why he was supposed to just click, without consideration. Linn was also oriented to the ob-

ject of knowledge, but concerned with the area she had spotted (North America). She ignored Je-

frem and took the mouse and clicked on Canada. These actions can be read as trials of strength 

appearing in the network again. Canada was, with the “click,” marked on the map and in turn the 

screen articulated and highlighted the country with a black line around the borders on the map 

and, as the view was dynalinked, a border around the bubble indicating Canada on the scatter plot 

turned up. Jefrem was able to align into the network again with this articulation. A negotiation of 

shared interest was made with support of the highlighting effect from this non-human actant. 

Canada was located at the middle of the y-axis with a couple of bubbles above it. Both students 

seemed surprised to find Canada there and Qatar at the top of the scatter plot, implied by the 

Linn’s short pause. As soon as the students spotted Qatar they seemed to abandon the thought that 

the red color means the biggest and was connected to area/size. Instead, they both immediately 

became emotionally involved concerning the large amount of CO2 emissions for which Qatar is 

responsible. This indicates that they left their first interpretation of the red color’s semiotic mean-

ing as largest area/size and instead adopted the idea that the semiotic message was about volume 

of CO2
 
emissions.  

To summarize, the interactions distributed in the network can be said to support learning of the 

object of knowledge, where semiotic messages support and create alignment and the non-human 

actants reinforce alignment and human enrollment affects alignment. By taking part in the orga-

nized way of producing and understanding actions and events that were answerable to educational 

and the students’ distinctive interests, the actants can, supported by the network, be said to per-

form proficiently and competently.  

Conclusions 
The results show that education involving Geovisual Analytics produces learning activities that 

provide students with some advantages.  

First, it provides opportunities to handle vast amounts of data.  The students were able to handle 

the data-rich setting as they encountered and translated with the multimodal signs: they visualized 

data, text information, and other traits of the tool. The students’ information skills, vision, and 

competence were developed in close collaboration with non-human actors: the task, the da-

ta/information, and the tool. The Geovisual Analytics tool directed the students to look at the 

screen in certain ways, and to see relevant events within it. Commonly the interactions – coding, 
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highlighting, and articulation – were found to be linked to actions on the screen. These concepts 

can also be found in Goodwin’s framework (Goodwin, 1994) but are then associated with social 

practices. This study suggests that other concepts – searching, following, and focusing – are to be 

seen here as originating from human actants. These concepts are interpreted as more open and 

flexible in their appearance than the ones that are more connected to the screen. Together, the 

interactions between these were intertwined in different sorts of translations among the actants. 

The translations produced alignments, which can be described as nodes, constituting a heteroge-

neously constructed network – providing the education.  

Second, it supports participation in the learning activities.  The students are, by means of the 

technology and each other, able to participate and act in the learning activities. The actors are de-

pendent on everybody’s abilities to collaborate/negotiate, translate, and align in the networks. The 

non-human actants, the visual information, and the semiotics helped and strengthened the stu-

dents’ ability to take part in the learning activities. Together, the data-rich setting and the students 

create intelligibility, where knowledge emerged from the learning activities and therefore the 

support of the ability to take part in the learning activities is central. The learning activities – the 

networks –supply the students with a knowledge of seeing that situates the events visible on the 

screen within the work life of the particular community of students in this educational setting 

(Goodwin, 1994). When data are transformed into visual information – when certain content is 

processed – the purpose of learning can be said to be supported by the Geovisual technology and 

the education produced can also be seen as framed (Biesta, 2009). 

Third, it provides benefits to achieve various educational purposes. In line with Osberg and 

Biesta (2008), the students’ purposes in taking part in the learning activities were both to enroll as 

humans and to learn some content. The purpose of enrolling as human appears, for the students in 

this study, to prevail over the purpose concerning the content, as this seemed to enable the stu-

dents to take part in and act in the network. The results therefore call into question Carroll’s 

Time-On-Task hypothesis (Bloom, 1982; Carroll 1963). The results indicate that the off-task be-

havior, exemplified by activities of human enrollment, are ongoing and performed at the same 

time as the activities related to the object of knowledge, which corresponds well with Benwell 

and  Stokoe (2005) and Barajas (2010). It is recommended that time spent in off-task behav-

ior/human enrollment is instead seen to be as crucial as the time spent on the object of 

knowledge. Hence, not only is the purpose of education diverse, but also the process undertaken 

to achieve the purpose of education is diverse for different actors (Ludvigsen, 2011). Thus, the 

Geovisual Analytics tool prompts the students to simultaneously take part in the processes of at-

tending to the content and to human enrollment by offering highlights to search for, follow, and 

focus on during the activity. The students are empowered by the technology to achieve their di-

verse purposes.  

To sum up, the learning activities have been shown to be deeply intertwined as networks in terms 

of nodes and can be said have as many dimensions as they have connections. We can speak about 

learning as a multiple phenomenon, complex in character, continuously ongoing in an inter-

twined, multimodal, and content-focused mode. The reality seems to be that designs for learning 

may adapt and include a variety of tools, combinations of modalities, levels of interactivity, 

learner characteristics, and pedagogy based on a complex set of circumstances (Fadel, 2008). The 

paper argues that the use of Geovisual Analytics in the classroom indeed affects learning and, as 

Halverson and Shapiro (2012) argue, knowledge about such phenomena can demonstrate and 

help to reshape education. Due to the close collaboration between the actants in the networks, it is 

vital to investigate these learning activities further to find out more about the alliance of data and 

information processing, the problem areas, and the task complexity that can occur. The combined 

effects of this shift in data communication and data use that the technology offers may probably 
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produce a deep change in human, cultural, and bodily engagement with the world and the forms 

and shapes of knowledge.  
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